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Research Paper Family Love
A study has revealed that finding love online may, in fact, be more likely to end in divorce. Researchers at Savanta ComRes discovered that it came with greater chances of an early split, compared to ...
Finding love on a dating app six times more likely to end in divorce, research says
See our research on: Climate Change | Social Media | COVID-19 See our research on: Climate Change | Social Media | COVID-19 Household Structure & Family Roles On key economic outcomes, single adults ...
Family & Relationships
Holidays are often a time of strengthening family bonds and relationships. But for those who have difficult relationships with siblings, parents and extended family, it can be a stressful and ...
What is family estrangement? A relationship expert describes the problem and research agenda
The paper, lead authored by Dr. David Lee, an Age UK Research Fellow at The University of Manchester’s School of Social Sciences and entitled Sexual health and wellbeing among older men and women in ...
Love and intimacy in later life: study reveals active sex lives of over-70s
Her friends and family were deeply concerned about her move to ... they chose to live modestly and devote their time and energy to their love of teaching and academic research. For them, there was no ...
A Greater Love
Laura Brinckerhoff and Donna Oldenburg with sisters Cynthia Holck and Beth Coniglio Photography by Robin Subar LAKE FOREST RESIDENT ...
Finding Family
Dementia affects an estimated 6.2 million Americans age 65 and older. Memory-loss and confusion are key signs of dementia but can sometimes be confused with general ageing. There are many different ...
The four hidden signs of dementia to look out for in your loved ones
Dr. Brittany Martin is our newest Assistant Professor in the Sociology and Criminology Department. She earned her Ph.D. from the University of Georgia earlier this year. Her research displays a ...
Criminologist Dr. Brittany Martin joins WKU, Focusing Research on Monetary Sanctions and Symbiotic Harms
After Christmas dinner, while still enveloped in the warm glow of a morning spent opening presents, we are filled with good intentions to extend our spirit of goodwill to the planet by recycling all ...
Eco Christmas: Recyclable wrapping paper to make your presents extra special
Her finding follows similar research that found women viewed men with dogs as more attractive love interests — and men holding cats as overly effeminate.
When it comes to finding love, a dog really is a man’s best friend
A Colleton County family is counting to grow. Today, the Wiles-Wilkins family of Round O adopted a ninth child giving them 16 total between step children, foster ...
Colleton County family adopts 9th child, honored as ‘Adoptive Family of the Year’
As a retired Southern Oregon University biology professor and founder of the Chamber Music Concerts series in Ashland, Gregory Fowler’s legacy epitomizes a left-brain-right-brain success.
‘He loved excellence’
National Alzheimer's Walk was held in Lindenhurst Saturday. Volunteers and family members walked to honor loved ones and support research for the disease. The walk kicked off at Respite Care Relief ...
Families walk to raise money for Alzheimer’s research in Lindenhurst
After we ate it was dark, so we went outside, and each one lit a paper lantern to let fly that said, “Miss you forever, love you always ... On Saturday we attended my family gathering at sister-in-law ...
Amish Kitchen: Flying paper lanterns and remembering loved ones who have passed
AGE-related changes can happen to all of us but it’s important to know when these are a little more serious. Dementia affects one in six people over the age of 80 in the UK, with 850,000 ...
The 4 hidden signs of dementia to look out for in your loved ones
NEWTOWN, Pennsylvania (WPVI) -- A Bucks County woman whose family ... and money for research against the disease. Christine Edmonds started the Newtown-based organization, A Love For Life, nearly ...
Bucks County organization A Love For Life raising awareness for pancreatic cancer research
Our research delved into more than 100 scientific papers, unpublished theses, parliamentary reports and historical documents, and found scientists have repeatedly warned the WA government of the ...
Loved to death: Australian sandalwood is facing extinction in the wild
Margo O'Donnell revealed lockdown made her realise how much she loves her brother Daniel as the pair worked to heal a family feud that saw them estranged for over five years. The ...
Margo O'Donnell says lockdown made her realise love for brother Daniel amid family feud
These include white papers, government data, original reporting, and interviews with industry experts. We also reference original research from other reputable publishers where appropriate.
Commercial Paper
A photo series by Filipina nurses, personal support workers, and live-in caregivers in Canada sheds light on their conditions and calls for action ...
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